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Fractals and multifractals are a natural consequence of self-simi-
larity resulting from scale-independent processes and are now
applied to pore distribution, networks (Gillepsie et al., 1993), size
distribution (Logdson, 1995), and many other fields. Many geolog-
ical phenomena are scale-invariant. Examples include frequency-.
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Elseviersize distributions of rock fragments, faults, earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions, mineral deposits, and oil fields (Christopher and Paul,
1995). A fractal distribution requires that the number of objects
larger than a specified size have a power-law dependence on size.
The applicability of power-law statistics to geological phenomena
was recognized long before the concept of the fractal was conceived.
Power-law distributions are certainly not the only statistical
distributions that have been applied to geological phenomena.
Other examples include normal (Gaussian) distribution and
lognormal distribution. However, the power-law distribution is the
only distribution that does not include a characteristic length scale
(Turcotte, 1997), and thus the power-law distribution is applicable
to scale-invariant phenomena. If a specified number of events are
statistically independent, the central-limit theorem provides
a basis for the applicability of the normal distribution. Scale-
invariance provides a rational basis for the applicability of the
power-law, fractal distribution. Fractal concepts can also be
applied to continuous distribution.
Many geophysical data sets have power-law spectra. These
include surface gravity and magnetics as well as topography. Since
power-law spectra are defined by two quantities, amplitude and
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data sets. The fractal structure can also used as the basis for inter-
polation between tracks where data have been obtained. A
lognormal frequency distribution with Pareto tails is one type of
possible end product of a multiplicative cascade model.
2. Fractal invariable distribution
2.1. The power-function distribution
2.1.1. The general power-function distribution
The power-function probability density function of X is
f ðxÞZakaxa1 a> 0 0< x  k ð1Þ
where a is a shape parameter and k is a scale parameter (Johnson
and Kotz, 1970).
The power-function distribution function of X is
FðxÞZPðX  xÞZðx=kÞa a> 0 0< x  k ð2Þ
The expected value or mean of X is
EðXÞZakðaþ 1Þ1 a> 0 ð3Þ
The variance of X is
VðXÞZak2ðaþ 2Þ1ðaþ 1Þ2 a> 0 ð4Þ
The power-function distribution possesses the fractal property
of scaling under upper truncation (Shen and Zhao, 2002b). This
can be shown using the power-function probability distribution
with truncation at k0, where 0<xk0k, and
PðX  xjX  k0ÞZðx=kÞaðk0=kÞaZðx=k0Þa 0< x  k0  k ð5Þ
which is itself a power-function distribution with scale parameter
k0. Thus, the original power-function distribution is self-similar
under upper truncation.
An additional important property of the conditioned or trun-
cated variable is that it is scale-invariant in the sense that its
distribution does not depend upon the original scale parameter k.
The power-function distribution characterizes this property. Proof
of this characteristic can be found in the fact that the necessary
condition of scale-invariance under truncation implies the power-
function distribution.
PðX  xjX  k0ÞZPðX  cxjX  ck0Þ 0< x  k0  k ð6Þ
where c can be any positive number. The power-function distri-
bution of the rescaled truncation variable is independent of c.
To summarize, the power-function distribution is scale-
invariant under upper truncation.
2.1.2. The truncated power-function distribution
A lower truncated power-function probability density function of
X is
f ðxÞZakaxa1½1 ðk0=kÞa1 a> 0; 0< k0  x  k <N ð7Þ
where a is a shape parameter and k and k0 are scale parameters.
The lower truncated power-function distribution function of
X is
FðxÞZPðX xÞZðx=kÞ
aðk0=kÞa
1ðk0=kÞa a>0; 0< k
0  x k<N ð8ÞThe lower limit k0 corresponds to theminimumfield size, and the
upper k corresponds to the maximum field size. The population
moments of the lower truncated power-function distribution always
exist.
The lower truncated power-function distribution possesses the
fractal property of scaling under upper and lower truncation. This
can be shown using the lower truncated power-function proba-
bility distribution with truncation at k1 and k
0
1, where
0<k 0<k01xk1<k<N, and
PðX  xj k01 < X  k1ÞZ
ðx=k1Þa

k01=k1
a
1 k01=k1a a> 0;
0< k01  x  k1 <N ð9Þ
which is itself a power-function distribution with scale parameters
k1 and k
0
1. Thus, the original lower truncated power-function
distribution is self-similar under upper and lower truncation.
The truncated power-function distribution characterizes the
property that its distribution does not depend upon the original
scale parameter k and k0, i.e.,
PðX  xj k01 < X  k1ÞZPðX  cxj ck01 < X  ck1Þ a> 0;
0< k01  x  k1 <N ð10Þ
where c can be any positive number.
2.1.3. The asymptotic power-function distribution
An asymptotic power-function probability density function of X is
f ðxÞwakaxa1 a> 1; x/0 ð11Þ
where a is a shape parameter and k is a scale parameter.
The asymptotic power-function distribution function of X is
FðxÞZPðX  xÞwðx=kÞa a> 0; x/0 ð12Þ
i.e. P(Xx) is asymptotically equal to (x/k)a as x/0.
This implies that if lgP(Xx) is plotted against lgx, the
resulting curve should be asymptotic to a straight line with slope
equal to a as x approaches zero.
2.2. The Pareto distribution
2.2.1. The general Pareto distribution function
The Pareto probability density function of X is
f ðxÞZakaxa1 a> 0 x  k > 0 ð13Þ
where a is a shape parameter and k is a scale parameter (Johnson
and Kotz, 1970). The Pareto distribution function of X is
FðxÞZPðX  xÞZ1 ðx=kÞa a> 0 x  k > 0 ð14Þ
The expected value or mean of X is
EðXÞZakða 1Þ1 a> 1 ð15Þ
The variance of X is
VðXÞZak2ða 2Þ1ða 1Þ2 a> 2 ð16Þ
Mandelbrot (1966) discussed the fact that the Pareto distribu-
tion possesses the fractal property of scaling under lower trunca-
tion, i.e.,
PðX  xjX  k0ÞZ1 ðx=kÞaðk0=kÞaZ1 ðx=k0Þa
x  k0 > k > 0 ð17Þ
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where c can be any positive number. To summarize, the Pareto
distribution is scale-invariant under lower truncation.
2.2.2. The truncated Pareto distribution
An upper truncated Pareto probability density function of X is
f

x

Zakaxa1½1ðk0=kÞa1 a> 0 0< k x k0 <N ð19Þ
where a is a shape parameter and k or k0 is a scale parameter
(Goldberg, 1967; Christopher and Paul, 1995).
The upper truncated Pareto distribution function of X is
FðxÞZPðX  xÞZ1 ðx=kÞ
aðk0=kÞa
1 ðk0=kÞa a> 0;
0< k  x  k0 <N ð20Þ
The lower limit k corresponds to the minimum field size, and
the upper k0 corresponds to the maximum field size. The pop-
ulation moments of the upper Pareto distribution always exist.
The upper truncated Pareto distribution also possesses the
fractal property of scaling under upper and lower truncation, i.e.,
PðX  xj k1 < X  k01ÞZ1
ðx=k1Þaðk01=k1Þa
1 ðk01=k1Þa
a> 0;
0< k1  x  k01 <N ð21Þ
PðX  xj k1 < X  k01ÞZPðX  cxj ck1 < X  ck01Þ a> 0;
0< k1  x  k01 <N ð22Þ
where c can be any positive number.
2.2.3. The asymptotic Pareto distribution
An asymptotic Pareto probability density function of X is
f ðxÞwakaxa1 a> 0 x/N ð23Þ
where a is a shape parameter and k is a scale parameter
(Mandelbrot, 1982).
The asymptotic Pareto distribution function of X is
FðxÞZPðX  xÞw1 ðx=kÞa a> 0 x/N ð24Þ
Mandelbrot (1967) used the Pareto distribution and its
asymptotic from to explain many empirical phenomena. The
Mandelbrot papers address a class of distributions termed “stable
Paretian.” Johnson and Kotz (1970) discuss various classes of the
Pareto distribution.
2.3. The lognormal distribution
The lognormal distribution is discussed in detail in Aitchison and
Brown (1957) and Crow and Shimizu (1988). A nonnegative
random variable X has a lognormal distribution if the random
variable Y Z lgX has a normal distribution.
The lognormal probability density function of X is
f ðxÞZ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
sx
exp
ðlnx mÞ2
2s2
x> 0 ð25Þ
where s>0 is a sharp parameter and m is a scale parameter (Law
and Kelton, 1991, p337; Crovelli et al., 1997). The lognormal
distribution function of X isFðxÞZPðX  xÞZ
Zx
N
f ðtÞdt ð26Þ
The expected value or mean of X is
EðXÞZemþs2=2 ð27Þ
The variance of X is
VðXÞZe2mþs2

es
2  1

ð28Þ
Let X0 Z cX, c>0
The distribution function of X0 is
f ðxÞZ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
sx
exp
ðlnx m lncÞ2
2s2
Z
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
sx
exp
ðlnx m0Þ
2s2
x> 0 ð29Þ
where m0Zmþ ln c.
Note that the distributions of X and X0 are identical (with the
same sharp parameter) except for scale. A probabilistic fractal is
a probability distribution that is invariant except for scale (scale-
invariant or self-similar) under a given transformation (Mandelbrot,
1982, p343). Under a positive multiplicative constant, the
lognormal distribution remains a lognormal distribution with fixed
s and changed m.
2.4. The Zipf distribution
A random variable Z is defined to a Zipf distribution (the discrete
Pareto distribution) with shape parameter p if
PðZZrÞZarp ðp> 1; rZ1; 2;/;/Þ ð30Þ
where aZðPNrZ1 rpÞ1 is a constant (Johnson and Kotz, 1969).
The expected value or mean of Z is
EðZÞZ
 XN
rZ1
rpþ1
!, XN
rZ1
rp
!
p> 1 ð31Þ
The variance of Z is
VðZÞZ
 XN
rZ1
rpþ2
!, XN
rZ1
rp
!
E2ðZÞ p>1 ð32Þ
The Zipf distribution possesses the fractal property of scaling
under lower truncation, i.e.,
PðZZrjZ  kÞZarp
, X
rk
arp
!
r  k > 0 ð33Þ
PðZZrjZ  kÞZPðZZcrjZ  ckÞ r  k > 0 ð34Þ
where c can be any positive number and k>0 is a scale parameter.
To summarize, the Zipf distribution is scale-invariant under lower
truncation.
3. Case study
3.1. Fractal model
A fractal model can be represented in the form
NðrÞZCrD r > 0 ð35Þ
Table 1 N(r) of Au data calculated by Eq. (37).
r/109 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
N(r) 60246.63 42225.09 33972.22 31415.72 30200.14 29336.08 28693.53
r/109 8 9 10 15 20 25 50
N(r) 28234.95 27880.11 27444.68 26078.95 24886.23 23892.9 20691.04
r/109 100 120 150 200 250 300 350
N(r) 16584.65 15367.54 14560.91 13390.7 11942.7 11102.98 8194.82
r/109 400 450 500 600 650 700 800
N(r) 6741.9 5909.46 5008.28 3881.49 3295.76 2648.25 1899
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proportionality (prefactor parameter), D is what is called the
generalized fractal dimension (Shen and Zhao, 2002a), and N(r)
ZN(r)(number of objects with characteristic linear measure
r).
Many geological phenomena possess scale-invariant proper-
ties. They include rock fragments, faults, earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions, mineral resources, and oil pools (Christopher and Paul,
1995). The corresponding frequency distributions possess scale-
invariant characteristics and can be described as power-law
distributions.
Taking the logarithms of Eq. (35), we have
lgNðrÞZDlgr þ lgC ð36Þ
A plot of lgN(r) versus lg(r) produces a straight line with slope
D. D may be estimated by means of linear least-square regression
analysis and the data set (N(ri), ri) (iZ 1, 2,., N ). If a plot of lgN
(ri) versus lg(ri) produces two straight line segments, the two
slopes, D1 and D2, were fitted by least squares with the boundary
point (ri0 ) determined by an optimum least-square regression
method (RSS):Figure 1 Plot of lg N(r) versus lg(r), showing main fractal trends
breaks, for the Au contents of 21,316 stream sediment samples from
eastern Shandong Province. Data are base 10 log-transformed. The
two solid lines were obtained by least squares fitting.RSSZ
Xi0
iZ1
½lgNðriÞ þD1lgri  lgC12þ
XN
iZi0þ1
½lgNðriÞ þD2lgri
 lgC22/Min
where ri0 is a dividing point defined as the threshold.
3.2. Determining thresholds using summation method for
geochemical element data
Suppose there are N geochemical element data, i.e. {xi} (iZ 1,
2,., N ). Putting
NðrÞZ
XN
xir
xi ð37Þ
where Min
1iN
xi  r  Max
iiN
xi, we thus obtain the data set (N(ri), ri)
(iZ 1, 2,., n<N ). For example, in this paper xi is the value of
geochemical Au in the eastern part of Shandong province, which
is famous in China for its gold production. Table 1 shows the value
of the data set (N(ri), ri) (iZ 1, 2,., 28) by Eq. (37), where
NZ 21,316 samples.
By using the linear least squares regression method, the
following two equations are obtained:
lgNðrÞZ 0:242938lgr þ 4:68748 1 r < 200 ð38Þ
with correlation coefficient R2Z 0.96399, where fractal dimen-
sion D1Z 0.242938.
lgNðrÞZ 1:41465lgr þ 7:48322 200 r < 800 ð39Þ
with correlation coefficient R2Z 0.95945, where fractal dimen-
sion D2Z 1.41465.
Fig. 1 shows the relationships between the value N(r) and value
r on the images created from the element concentration values.
Two straight-line segments were fitted by least squares. ri0 Z200
( 109) represents the threshold. A threshold is the concentra-
tion of an indicator element above which a measurement is
considered anomalous. In the simplest situation, it is equal to the
upper limit of normal background fluctuation: any higher values
are anomalies, and lower values constitute background. However,
in more complex situations, two or more types of threshold values
may be recognized. The threshold for Au (200 109) is a local
threshold and is much larger than the regional threshold for Au
(10 109 or 20 109).
4. Conclusions
(1) The general power-function distribution is scale-invariant
under upper truncation and the truncated power-function
W. Shen / Geoscience Frontiers 2(1) (2011) 87e91 91distribution possesses the fractal property of scaling under
upper and lower truncation; the general Pareto distribution is
scale-invariant under lower truncation and the truncated Par-
eto distribution also possesses the fractal property of scaling
under upper and lower truncation; the lognormal distribution
remains a lognormal distribution with fixed s and changed m
under a positive multiplicative constant; the Zipf distribution
possesses the fractal property of scaling under lower trunca-
tion. These fractal invariable distributions are the mathemat-
ical base of fractal models.
(2) The threshold determined by the summation method is
equivalent to that determined by other methods applied to
geochemical Au data in Shandong province, China. The
anomalous area enclosed by contours which have contour
values greater than or equal to the threshold (200 109)
contain known large-sized and super large-sized gold mineral
deposits, which means that calculations fit the actual situation.
Therefore, the threshold determined by the summation
method is considered information of use in the search for gold
mineral deposits.
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